
Kith Homestead TERMS AND CONDITIONS 2020 
 

The below information must be read and accepted by all those participating in any of the sessions at Kith Homestead. After reading, please fill in the provided Disclaimer 

stating that you have understood and accepted the Terms and Conditions: 

 

1.     All activities provided by Kith Homestead can be physical and may have inherent hazards associated with them that can result in death and/or injury. Whilst Kith 

Homestead takes all reasonable precautions to try and ensure the safety of all participants, accidents can occur. Sessions may include fire lighting, cooking, physical 

movement, use of tools, foraging. 

2.     If you are not found adhering to the safety rules or instructions given by the facilitators, we reserve the right to terminate your session and ask you to leave. In these 

extreme circumstances no refund will be given. 

3.     Kith Homestead does not accept any responsibility for loss or damage to any belongings or clothing whilst participating or by standing in on any of our activities. 

4.     Risk Assessments are available at all times. Copies available via email at request. 

5.     We may take pictures / videos of your activity during the day and put these on our website, Facebook and other social media pages. These will be available for you to 

access free of charge. We may also use them for promotional material. If you do not want us to do this, please tell a facilitator. 

6.     By signing the disclaimer form you confirm that you understand there are inherent risks associated with outdoor activity(s) and accept that no responsibility for 

accidents or injuries or loss or damage to personal property rests with the supervisory person, unless proven to be caused by their neglect. You also confirm that your 

stated information is correct and if any information changes you will notify a facilitator immediately. 

7.     If any of the following apply to you then please talk with an instructor before signing: 

·  Pregnant  

· Suffering from high blood pressure, any heart conditions or epilepsy 

·  Suffering from or ever had any back or neck problems  

· Any allergies 

8..     All time and activity within Kith Homestead sessions are for parent and child participation together. Parents are responsible for their children, and their childrens 

safety and wellbeing in being an active participant. Facilitators are here to support and guide. 

 

Cancellation Policy - If classes need to be cancelled due to adverse weather or other scenarios such as Coronavirus Pandemic, monies paid will be held for future sessions. 

Extra sessions will be provided where possible for class passes to be used, or attendee may come with additional siblings or friends to make up for the missed/cancelled 

session. Only as a very last resort will monies be refunded, where the attendee cannot make any of the rescheduled sessions in future dates or terms.  

Cancellations from the customer should be made 24 hours prior to the session paid for. Money will be refunded if the space can be filled. 


